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Every interaction is an opportunity to practice kindness. In some situations, the kind thing 
to do is obvious and easy, but in others it is not so clear. Use this guide to facilitate discussion among 
colleagues about the di�erent options we have when faced with a kindness dilemma.

Before you begin, write out the steps on a white board or large sheet of paper—or enlarge and 
laminate this worksheet and the Kind Choices Wheel available in the supplementary materials online. 
Discuss what the word “dilemma” means. Does everyone agree about the de�nition? If you disagree, 
spend some time talking about why. After you come to a consensus, discuss what di�erent types of 
dilemmas present themselves within your speci�c �eld.

Introduce each step of the kindness dilemma process, and then begin to work through each step 
together as a group.

Step 1: Choose a Kind Dialogue Dilemma
A dilemma features a main actor who has encountered a situation that necessitates a choice. Choose 
a dilemma from the samples provided, or create one that suits your workplace. (Sta� members may 
submit dilemmas anonymously if that is more comfortable. You can do this ahead of time in order to 
move right into your discussion.) Invite participating colleagues to share their own dilemmas and 
keep an ongoing list to discuss.

Step 2: Present the Kind Dialogue Dilemma
Read the dilemma aloud one time. Read it a second time and ask participants to think about the 
steps listed. Work through the following prompts to help process the dilemma:
1) What is the problem?
2) What choices does _____ have?
3) What are the possible outcomes?
4) What choice(s) would you make?

Step 3: Brainstorm possible choices
There is more than one choice in every dilemma. Working as a group, encourage participants to come 
up with as many choices as they can. Not all of these will be kind decisions! But a range of choices will 
provide an opportunity for discussion about why they may or may not be the best choice. Refer to 
the Kind Choices Wheel as you imagine possible courses of action.

In talking through possible outcomes, think about how the actors would feel, and consider what the 
short-term and long-term consequences will be. After that discussion, ask participants to eliminate 
any choices that do not provide a kind result. Next, vote on the remaining choices to see what the 
group might decide to do if faced with this dilemma. If desired, role-play responses to the dilemma.


